
OUR PROMISE

Leggett & Platt Models That This May Be Added To When Placing Your Order:
Premier Series  ·  Designer Series  ·  Prodigy Base

Why This Is Different Than The SureSleep Extended Warranty That We Also Offer:

SureSleep is a 3rd party extended warranty service contract that is provided by the 4Warranty Corporation. 
4Warranty is a nationwide provider of extended service plans for consumer appliance, electronics and 
furniture. Each of their repair plans is insured by a U.S. stock insurer to provide assured protection and 
confidence. For every contract, SureSleep sets aside funds which act as guaranteed reserves to pay for 
future claims.

What Is Covered Under Our Promise:

To be eligible for our Extended Promise, this service must be added at the time that an order is placed.

Atlantic Beds will pay for the cost of any needed lift motors, massage motors, circuit boards or any other 
electrical components located within the adjustable base for as long as you own your bed. 

This coverage takes effect after the 3rd year of the Leggett & Platt Factory Warranty. Our extended 
coverage supplements Leggett & Platt’s Factory Warranty which pro-rates these parts after year 3.

Atlantic Beds will pay the shipping costs of the replacement parts and we do not require that you send us 
the old part. Leggett & Platt will assist you in troubleshooting any issue that you may have. 

Please call the Leggett & Platt Service Center at 800-888-3078. On the same business day that they 
determine that a new electrical part is needed, we will verify the diagnosis with them and we will have 
them send the replacement part to you at no charge.  

Exceptions Which Are Not Covered

1) We do not cover Remote Controls. 
2) We do not cover lightning or electrical power surge related electrical damages. You should always
 utilize a surge protector with your Leggett & Platt Bed. These beds have micro-processor computer
 control boards and you should give them the same protection as any other electronic device of value. 
3) We cover component failure as a result of normal wear and tear. If a Leggett & Platt Authorized repair
 technician makes a determination of improper use or abuse, these situations will be handled on a
 case-by case basis.
4) This coverage is non-transferable and only applies to the original purchaser.

This promise can be added to the following Leggett & Platt bases:
Premier Series
Designer Series
Prodigy


